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The Hotel and Catering
Training Company are
responsible for almost every
aspect of employment and
training in the Catering,

Hospitality and Leisure
industries. Their training
services are often difficult to
communicate visually with
titles such as Craft Training,
Operational Management and
even Trainer Training

When we designed their
Directory of Training Services,
our solution to the
communication problem was
to base the document around
a series of strongly abstract
photographic images depicting
the full spectrum of activities
in the industry, from working
in the kitchen to Hotel room
service.

The Directory itself is produced
in the form of a self—contained
folder of information with
individual booklets of course
dates and booking details
contained in the pocket at the
back. The projected HCTC logo
on the front cover acts as a
simple locking mechanism for
the whole pack.

The small stock of colourful
photographs has proved to
have infinite publicity
potential and have since
represented HCTC in press
advertising, exhibitions and
also their 1993 corporate
calendar which is shown
below.

National Vocational
Qualifications

7.

HOTEL AND CATERING
TRAINING COMPANY

Publicity

(NVQs) and Scottish Vocational
Qualifications (SVQs) meant
that HCTC had to re-design a
large proportion of their
publicity. Also, the company
had been made both the Lead
Body and Awardinq Body for



Our long association with the
world of training has always
given us a head start when
changes in government
legislation have created
complex visual communication
problems.

The introduction of National
Vocational Qualifications
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they were significant providers
of training for Assessors and
Verifiers.

All of these areas required
substantial publicity and
documentation and each
would need its own sub-
identity within the corporate
identity and corporate colours
of HCTC. The problem was that
both the Lead and Awarding
Bodies needed to use the HCTC
colours of Blue, Black and grey
and both required a strong
visual association with RCTC
whilst maintaining individual
and distinctly separate
identities. The results are
shown on the left.

The Lead body material
employs an illustrated stone
frieze of industry—related
characters as its central motif
and the Awarding body uses a
heavy blue marble to
communicate the sobriety of
its activities.
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1. Photograph illustrating the Croft Training section of the Directory.

2. The HCTC Company Directory package.

3. Photograph illustrating the Enterprise Training section.

4. Spreads from the Directory.

5. A book from the HCTC ‘Mastercro ft series of workbooks.

6. HCIC Research Report ‘Meeting Competence Needs

Publishing 7. Publicity and training material for the NVQ/SVQ Awarding Body.

8. Publicity and training material for the NVQ/SVO Lead Body.

In ‘92, HCTC published updated 9. The 1993 HCTC Company Calendar.

versions of their famous 70. Careers Literature.
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